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In this study, we reported age-associated ranges of the regional

cerebral 18F-FDG uptake ratio in pediatric patients as a surrogate to

normative data from healthy children. Methods: 18F-FDG PET scans

of 132 children and adolescents (age, 1−20 y) with non–central
nervous system–related diseases and normal-appearing tracer dis-

tributions in the brain were retrospectively analyzed. PET images of

individual patients were warped to a 3-dimensional reference tem-

plate. Uptake ratio was calculated for 63 anatomic regions by nor-
malizing the regional count per voxel with the average count per

voxel in all regions. Models of regional uptake ratio as a function of

age and sex were developed to calculate the 95% prediction in-
terval. Results: The paracentral lobule and cuneus had the highest

resting metabolic state among all gray matter regions, whereas the

brain stem, uncus, and hippocampus had the lowest uptake. A large

left–right asymmetry was present in the angular gyrus and inferior
occipital gyrus. Quantitative data of the regression, 95% confidence

interval, and 95% prediction interval for each age were summarized

for the 63 regions. In 52 of 63 regions, the 18F-FDG uptake ratio had

a significant age effect. The linear model was optimal for 12 regions,
whereas the spline model with 1 age knot was a better fit for 40

regions. In children younger than 5 y, frontal and temporal lobes had

a lower uptake than parietal and occipital lobes in general. However,
uptake in the frontal lobe continued to increase with age but it de-

creased in the parietal and occipital lobes. Conclusion: Anatomic

regions of the brain in children and adolescents exhibited uniquely

different 18F-FDG uptake trends with age. Our results may be useful
for studying childhood development and possibly regional meta-

bolic defects in children with traumatic brain injury or central ner-

vous system disorders or children receiving cancer treatment.
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The establishment of an age-associated normative range of
cerebral 18F-FDG uptake in children and adolescents is important
in many applications. This parameter helps us understand the normal
developmental trajectories of different regions in a child’s brain and
complements findings from studies on anatomic imaging, neurologic

function, and cognitive and behavioral development. In children who
have brain defects due to diseases, traumatic injury, or cancer treat-
ment, individual PET studies can be compared with this normative
benchmark to identify abnormal metabolic regions that can be tar-
geted for subsequent intervention. However, there are few studies on
the normative pattern of 18F-FDG uptake in children (1–6). Because
of the few pediatric PET scans obtained at most hospitals, previous
studies were limited to small numbers of subjects, focused only on
selected regions, or did not cover a wide age range.
We conducted a retrospective study to determine the age-associated

ranges of the regional cerebral 18F-FDG uptake ratio in a large cohort
of pediatric patients with non–central nervous system (CNS) diseases
as a surrogate to normative data from healthy children. Our reporting
of the self-normalized regional uptake ratio rather than the absolute
metabolic rate makes it straightforward for other institutions to com-
pare as arterial blood sampling in dynamic scans is not practical in
children. Although we did not adopt absolute rate, the use of uptake
ratio was inherently quantitative. To alleviate the problem that
absolute standardized uptake value is subject to many sources of
variability (7), we performed the self-normalization on the basis of
the average 18F-FDG uptake by all brain regions and found it
superior to the conventional approach that uses the cerebellum
as a reference region.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population

Acquired between August 2011 and July 2013, 18F-FDG PET scans

of 132 consecutive children and adolescents with non-CNS–related
diseases were analyzed in an institutional review board–approved ret-

rospective study. The need for written informed consent was waived.
One PET dataset was used for each child. Figure 1 shows the age

distribution of the 132 children (68 males and 64 females; median age,
13 y; age range, 1220 y). Age was truncated to an integer. Diagnoses

included Hodgkin lymphoma (n 5 33), non-Hodgkin lymphoma (n 5
20), osteosarcoma (n 5 10), Ewing sarcoma (n 5 8), melanoma (n 5
5), and other tumor types (n 5 56). Patients did not receive surgery or
other invasive procedures to the brain and did not have a history of

mental disability before PET scanning. All scans were obtained
before the administration of any systemic chemotherapy or antican-

cer drugs. An experienced nuclear medicine physician reviewed
the scans to ensure that the cerebral uptake distributions appeared

normal.

PET Image Acquisition

Whole-body 18F-FDG PET studies were performed on patients
who fasted overnight or for at least 4 h before the afternoon scan.

Blood glucose levels were checked before the injection to ensure
that they were below 120 mg/dL. 18F-FDG at 5.55 MBq/kg of body

weight (minimum, 74-MBq dose; maximum, 444-MBq dose) was
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administered 1 h before the start of imaging. For patients younger than
7 y, anesthesia was not initiated until the time of scanning. A trans-

mission CT scan for attenuation correction was acquired, followed by
emission imaging at multiple bed positions in the 3-dimensional (3D)

mode for 3–5 min per bed position, using a Discovery 690 PET/CT
system (GE Healthcare). Non–time-of-flight attenuation-corrected PET

images were iteratively reconstructed by standard vendor-provided soft-
ware, using a voxel size of 3.65 · 3.65 · 3.27 mm.

Data Analysis

The brain section from the vertex to the skull base was separated
from the whole-body PET images and then processed. PET images of

each patient were first linearly registered (9-parameter affine trans-
formation) and then nonlinearly warped to a 3D reference template of
18F-FDG PET in Talairach coordinates using the HERMES Brain
Analysis software (version 3.5; Hermes Medical Solutions). In the

unlikely event of fit needing adjustments, fit parameters can be fine-
tuned to achieve a better match of isocontour of the template overlaid.

Implementation of the algorithm and its applications were published
earlier (8–13). Predefined regions of interest for 63 cerebral regions

were overlaid on the spatially normalized images to calculate the total
count and the count per voxel (Fig. 2). To facilitate comparison across

patients without the limitations of absolute standardized uptake
value, the count per voxel in each cerebral region was divided by

the average count per voxel in all regions. For simplicity, this mea-
sure is hereafter designated the regional uptake ratio, which is sim-

ilar to the concept of standardized uptake value ratio. The list of
anatomic regions has been previously summarized (12) and consists

of cortical (gyri in frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes)
and subcortical structures (limbic system, basal ganglia, thalamus,

cerebellum, and brain stem).
All statistical analyses were performed using the computing environ-

ment R, version 3.0.1 (R-Project.org) (14). The objective was to model
the regional uptake ratio as a function of age. Scatter plots of the regional

uptake ratio versus age for all patients, smoothed by a local regression

technique (15), were examined for general trends. According to the trend
observed, raw data were fitted with all possible models using linear,

quadratic, and spline (piecewise linear) equations. The sex term was
added to models for fitting if the 2-sample t test result was significant

(P, 0.05). The following are examples of models wherein both sex and

age effects were significant.

Linear: regional  uptake  ratio 5 b0 1b1 · age1b2 · gender

Quadratic: regional  uptake  ratio 5 b0 1b1 · age1

b2 · age2 1b3 · gender

Spline: regional  uptake  ratio 5 b0 1b1 · age1b2 · gender

1b3 · ðage2 knotÞ1

where ðage2 knotÞ1 5

�
age 2 knot if ðage 2 knotÞ. 0

0 otherwise

and  gender 5

�
0 if gender 5 female
1 if gender 5 male

where knot denotes a cut point splitting the age axis into age groups

and b0, b1, and b2 are fitting coefficients. The optimal model was
chosen if it had the smallest Akaike information criterion and the

smallest prediction mean square error. For each region, the pre-
dicted uptake ratio, 95% confidence interval for the predicted value,

and 95% prediction interval were calculated at each age from 1 to
20 y.

RESULTS

Interregional Variations in 18F-FDG Uptake

The distributions of the uptake ratio calculated for 63 anatomic
regions by combining all ages in the 132 patients are shown in
Supplemental Figure 1 (supplemental materials are available at
http://jnm.snmjournals.org). The paracentral lobule and cuneus
had the highest average uptake among all gray matter regions,
which was 15% higher than the average uptake of all regions.
The brain stem, uncus, and hippocampus had the lowest uptake,
which was approximately 30% lower than the average. The in-
ferior occipital gyrus and medial occipitotemporal gyrus had the
largest variation in uptake across patients, followed by the cere-
bellum and caudate nucleus. In these regions, the variability was
largely intrinsic and to a lesser degree caused by the age-associated
changes because their age-specific 95% prediction intervals were
also the largest (0.25–0.38), as can be seen in Supplemental Figure
2 and Supplemental Table 2. There was a larger left–right asym-
metry in the inferior occipital gyrus and angular gyrus, with the left
higher than the right region.

Model Fitting and Age-Related Trends

Figure 3 shows the distribution of regional uptake ratio versus
age and the model fit for selected anatomic regions (Supplemental
Fig. 2 for all 63 regions and Supplemental Fig. 3 for the same y-axis
scale). Supplemental Table 1 lists the age association, the optimal
regression model for each region, and the age range in which the
uptake ratio was significantly associated. Supplemental Table 2
summarizes the age-corresponding predicted value and lower and
upper bounds of 95% and 99% prediction intervals of all regions.
The uptake ratio in 52 of 63 regions was significantly associated
with age. For the remaining 11 regions, the fits were relatively
constant with age. When age was not a significant factor, no model
was built. The mean value, rather than the optimal model fitted
value, was used as the predicted value. The sex effect was present
in 5 regions only, and the distributions for males and females were

FIGURE 1. Age distribution of 132 patients in study: 68 males (A) and

64 females (B).
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plotted separately in these cases. The uptake ratios in 10 regions
were not associated with age or sex.
The linear model was the optimal model for 12 regions, whereas

the spline model with 1 age knot was a better fit for 39 regions.
Only 1 region (right insula) had similar Akaike information
criterion and prediction mean square error for spline and qua-
dratic models. Its spline model was reported. For the spline
models, age knots varied from 4 to 16 y (median, 10 y). In
general, the fitted time trend either linearly increased at a younger
age and then linearly decreased or vice versa. However, in 26 of 40
regions this effect of age was only significant before or after the
age knot.

Relative Changes in Uptake Ratio with Age in

Different Lobes

Figure 4 shows the relative changes in 18F-FDG uptake in dif-
ferent lobes of the brain. In children younger than 5 y, the parietal
and occipital lobes had relatively higher uptake than did frontal
and temporal lobes. However, uptake ratios of the parietal and
occipital lobes decreased with age, whereas those of the frontal
lobe increased and then declined. Temporal lobes had the lowest
uptake throughout the entire age range. Notably, the gyrus rectus
and gyrus orbitalis of the frontal lobe had a lower uptake than
other regions (Supplemental Fig. 1) and did not share the same
time trend as that of other frontal lobe regions (Supplemental
Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of our study was to fit data
on cerebral 18F-FDG uptake from a large

cohort of children and provide age-associated
ranges that can be used to guide future child-

hood development and brain dysfunction stud-
ies. To our knowledge, this is the largest

number of 18F-FDG PET scans of pediatric
patients and regions of interest analyzed to date.
Previous studies of normal cerebral uptake

of 18F-FDG in children reported that regions
of the brain responsible for more basic func-

tions mature earlier than those involved in
high-order functions (4,16). In early child-
hood, parietal and occipital lobes have

a higher uptake than other lobes; however,
the frontal lobe has a more rapid increasing

trend in uptake and eventually exceeds the
uptake of the parietal and occipital lobes

(5,6). A recent report of voxel-based 18F-
FDG uptake analysis using statistical para-

metric mapping also showed increasing
uptake with age in the premotor and pre-
frontal cortices (17). The metabolic rates

of the frontal cortex start declining after
reaching the maximum (18). The temporal

lobe has the lowest metabolic rate among
the major cerebral lobes from early life in-

to adulthood (1). Our results (Fig. 4; Sup-
plemental Fig. 2) are consistent with these

general observations. However, our study
showed that some regions in the parietal
and occipital lobes (e.g., the cuneus in the

occipital lobe and paracentral lobule and the
precuneus in the parietal lobe) were still consistently among those with

the highest uptake from early childhood to young adulthood.
Our data in the frontal lobe showed that the uptake ratios in

superior, medial, and inferior frontal gyri peaked in the second decade

of life, with the superior frontal gyrus being the latest (age knots,
13214 y in the spline models). This late peaking may reflect the fact

that the prefrontal cortex, especially the dorsolateral prefrontal region,
has a protracted neural and functional maturation, compared with

other cerebral lobes (19–21), and an accelerated gray matter density
loss from adolescence to adulthood despite continued brain growth
(22). A similar time trend was also observed in 2 major areas with

earlier peak ages (5210 y): superior and middle temporal gyri and
inferior parietal lobule containing angular and supramarginal gyri.

This trend may be related to the fact that the primary auditory cortex
matures early and stabilizes by age 7 y (23). The other regions

associated with higher-order language skills continue to mature, in-
volving dendritic pruning into adolescence. Decreasing regional ce-

rebral blood flow with age has been observed (23,24).
Pediatric PET data could contribute to the understanding of

maturation of brain functional networks, which was often studied

with resting-state functional MR imaging, diffusion tensor imaging,
perfusion imaging, anatomic MR imaging, and electroencephalogra-
phy (25,26). Recent studies have demonstrated that homotopic inter-

subject metabolic covariances observed using PET were comparable
to the corresponding resting-state functional MR imaging time series

correlations (27), and the pattern of elevated local neural activity

FIGURE 2. Spatially normalized 18F-FDG PET (left) and region-of-interest overlays (right) of

example patient. front 5 frontalis; G 5 gyrus; inf 5 inferior; med 5 medial; occipitotemp 5
occipitotemporalis; par 5 parietalis; sup 5 superior.
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from 18F-FDG PET coincided with the pattern of functional connec-
tivity measured with resting-state functional MR imaging when both
images were simultaneously acquired (28). The quantitative data pro-
vided by this study can be further exploited to extract age-associated
differences in interregional patterns of functional connectivity for
comparison with findings from other neuroimaging modalities.
For intrasubject normalization, we used the average count per

voxel in all regions instead of the cerebellum as the reference
region. The use of cerebellar uptake for self-normalization has
been cautioned because reduced cerebellar metabolism often
occurs in patients with stroke or brain tumors (29–31). We have
also observed this phenomenon in a separate cohort of pediatric
brain tumor patients (unpublished data). Although reduced cerebellar

metabolism may not occur in healthy chil-
dren, it could lead to error in the case of
children with brain tumors when the same
normalization scheme is applied for compar-
ison with our reported data. In addition, the
age-specific variation in regional uptake
ratio across subjects appeared to be larger
and the age trend less clear with the cer-
ebellar normalization method than for
the average uptake in all regions for self-
normalization (Supplemental Fig. 4). Our
findings suggest that the use of average
uptake in the brain for self-normalization
may be more advantageous. There is a ca-
veat when performing this type of normal-
ization on patients whose regional changes in
18F-FDG uptake significantly affect the
whole-brain mean in the same direction, for
example, extensive cerebral hypometabolism.
In this scenario, the whole-brain mean would

become much lower and the uptake ratios of abnormal regions could
be underestimated if the regional changes were greater than the whole-
brain changes or, in the most extreme case, did not appear abnormal
with the smaller regions of retained uptake being erroneously detected
as showing an abnormally increased uptake ratio.
One limitation of our study was the use of pediatric patients

with extracranial diseases and normal-appearing 18F-FDG distri-
bution of the brain as a surrogate to healthy children. In addition,
because of the limited availability of dedicated brain scans in chil-
dren who did not have CNS diseases, brain sections of whole-body
PET scans were used instead to calculate the regional cerebral up-
take ratios. Whole-body PET scans had a larger pixel spacing than
did routine dedicated PET scans of the brain (3.65 vs. 1.56 mm),

whereas the slice thickness for both types of
scans was the same (3.27 mm). The dedi-
cated brain scan was acquired in 3D mode
for 8 min. The brain portion of the whole-
body PET was acquired in 3D for 3–5 min
as was each body position of the torso. How-
ever, comparison of data from 5 patients
(2216 y; median, 5 y) who underwent both
dedicated brain and whole-body PET scans
in the same imaging session revealed that
the average difference in uptake ratio
([whole-body uptake ratio 2 dedicated
brain uptake ratio]/dedicated brain up-
take ratio) for all regions between both
types of scans was only 0.33%, with almost
all regions less than 62% difference. The
gyrus rectus, gyrus orbitalis, insula, and
brain stem had a 2%26% higher uptake
ratio in the whole-body PET scan than the
brain PET scan. One explanation for this
observation is that this small increase is
due to the timing of image acquisition.
When both dedicated brain and whole-body
18F-FDG PET scans are obtained in a single
session, the dedicated brain acquisition pre-
cedes the whole-body study. Thus, it is pos-
sible that those structures that have higher
uptake in the brain on whole-body 18F-FDG

FIGURE 3. Distributions of 18F-FDG uptake ratio versus age (in y) in selected anatomic regions.

Each dot represents a patient. Solid line in middle of each plot represents fitted regression model,

green shaded area around line represents 95% confidence interval for fitted regression model,

and purple shaded area represents 95% prediction interval. G 5 gyrus.

FIGURE 4. Relative changes of uptake ratio with age in frontal (A), parietal (B), temporal (C), and

occipital (D) lobes of brain. Ratios of right and left regions were averaged to produce plot. G 5
gyrus; inf 5 inferior; med 5 medial; sup 5 superior.
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PET scans than on dedicated 18F-FDG PET brain scans continue to
accumulate 18F-FDG during the image acquisition of the dedicated

brain 18F-FDG PET and during the time required to prepare the

whole-body scan. Dynamic 18F-FDG PET studies of the brain would

be required for detailed exploration of this hypothesis, but this could

be impractical in a clinical setting. Nevertheless, more subjects are

needed to better confirm their equivalence or derive region-specific

correction factors before direct comparison.
In our study, the brain warping and segmentation were performed

using a single adult-size template of 18F-FDG PET provided by the

commercial software. Although a child’s brain has reached approxi-

mately 95% of its average adult size by age 6 (32), there is a concern

that the warping for young children could be less accurate. Potential

errors in segmenting small structures of young children could lead to

a bias in subsequent uptake modeling, although lower spatial resolu-

tion of PET is arguably more forgiving than other high-resolution

imaging modalities. We relied on visual inspection instead of mathe-

matic assessment to determine whether automatic warping was ac-

ceptable. In addition, atlas-based autosegmentation has a major lim-

itation in accuracy when the brain morphology of the test subject

deviates significantly from the population used in constructing the

atlas (33), for example, a large surgical cavity or the presence of a

large brain tumor. Thus, caution is warranted when comparing these

reported ranges of uptake ratio with young children or patients with

severe brain deformation. More advanced segmentation algorithms or

simple manual contouring on spatially registered MR imaging by

clinical experts may be beneficial in such patients.

CONCLUSION

This study provided age-associated data on 18F-FDG uptake ratios
in various anatomic regions of the developing brain. We performed

self-normalization using the average brain uptake and fitted data

from a large cohort of children and adolescents. Our findings may

be useful for studying childhood development and possibly regional

metabolic defects in children with traumatic brain injury or CNS

disorders or in children receiving cancer treatment.
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